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Introduction

The true purpose for promoting multiculturalism in England – of achieving genocidal population change by stealth – is, of course, never admitted. It is the indigenous people (the native English) who are the victims of that process; whilst at the same an authoritarian political elite cynically manipulates the rapidly increasing immigrant/settler population.

It is therefore the engineering of substantial demographic change, over the last sixty years, that has been used by ‘progressives’ to justify the effective destruction (or expropriation) by the political aristocracy of those social institutions created by the ordinary, native people. The principles of government by consent, and of the right to self-determination are contemptuously ignored. The UK State therefore no longer serves the people, but acts as local administrators to a global oligarchy whilst asset-stripping the country. The ultimate intention is to be effectively rid of a disobedient, native population.

Such behaviour is entirely consistent with a State that is a servant of global finance, engages in warmongering and unlawful foreign wars, is institutionally corrupt, promotes degenerate and socio-pathological forms of behavior, and commits fundamental acts of betrayal (including High Treason).

This report describes and examines that (on-going) process.

Population Replacement by Stealth

The term ‘progressive migration’ is (as we will see later) a political euphemism for population replacement. It is a process that lies at the heart of present-day ‘progressive’ political ideology – as implemented by the ‘modernizers’ and ‘change agents’.

In February 2011 research by the independent body Migration Watch used official ONS data to show that: “Under Labour 3.2 million foreign citizens arrived in Britain, about 80 per cent from outside the EU, whilst nearly one million (941,000) British citizens left”. ¹ This is effectively equivalent to a population replacement within the UK of some 4 million people – in just 13 years.

Observations on past census records, plus other data, can put the effects of this ‘progressive migration’ into an informative, historical perspective.
In 1851 approximately ninety-six percent of the population of England were native indigenous people (the English).\(^2\) One hundred years later (1951) the proportion of English people in England was almost exactly the same – despite a huge influx of refugees fleeing from famine, revolution, pogroms, the upheavals of two devastating World Wars, and a brutal partitioning of Europe.\(^3\)

It was the natural increase of the native population over that one hundred year period (from 16.03 million English people in 1851, to 39.50 million in 1951) that played a major part in the maintenance of a relatively stable, cohesive society.

However the recent imposition of ‘progressive migration’ has been unprecedented in scale – and with potentially catastrophic consequences.

In the last sixty years there has been a massive growth of non-native population with no corresponding increase in the native English. It is calculated that between 1951 and 2011 the number of non-native people in England was *purposely* increased from 1.5 million to more than 10.4 million.\(^4\)\(^5\)\(^6\)\(^7\)\(^8\)

This extraordinary and unprecedented growth in mass immigration (and settlement) is driven by covert, genocidal intent – to create a situation that will eventually deny the English any possibility of determining their own future. This is a necessary precursor to the final elimination of the English as a distinct, native group.

As a direct result of political action, by 2001 the English had been reduced to less than eighty-five percent of the population.\(^9\) On the assumption that future UK governments will continue to support ‘progressive migration’ (the most likely scenario) it is projected that within the next fifty years the English people will constitute less than half of the population – and will have become a minority within their own land.\(^10\) That is the true, intended purpose behind ‘progressive’ UK politics.

Inevitably, well before such a situation is reached, the local governments of many of our towns and cities will fall under the control of members elected by the majority immigrant/settler population - who (quite understandably) will put the interests of their own section of the immigrant/settler population over and above that of any local, minority groups (including, and especially, any native English people).

In April 2011 the Prime Minister David Cameron MP gave a speech in which he boasted of the Coalition Government’s plans for managing migration.\(^11\) Notably he stated that: “between 1997 and 2009, 2.2 million more people came to live in this country than left to live abroad”. The peculiar choice of wording is most significant – it reveals the manner in which the Coalition Government intended to mislead the public and conceal a continuation of the State’s real agenda.

In his speech the Prime Minister repeatedly asserted the need to reduce (only) net migration – the process of population replacement was to continue unabated.

This demonstrates the extent to which the political elite (and their subordinates) are prepared to deceive the public. The focus on only controlling net migration provides the means for the effective total replacement of the native (English) population, by a population of immigrant/settler origin, before the end of this century.
It is therefore long-term population replacement numbers that reveals the real and potential impact (demographic, social, and cultural) of a politically directed mass immigration policy. This is especially true for England, where the native population is already in rapid decline (with an overall birth-rate approximately 17 per cent below replacement level). 12

This leads to the rather obvious question – why has there been almost no proper public debate (by the ‘progressives’) with regard to the projected decline in the number of ethnic English? Instead of which, we find either a bizarre denial of the existence of a native people, or a belief that such a decline is of no importance (or, even, to be welcomed as an opportunity to further increase immigration). 13

Direct Population Control

The most direct procedures for the implementation of ‘progressive’ genocide combine the politically contrived import of large numbers of immigrant settlers, together with efforts to stop the native people having children. This part of the study therefore examines these procedures – as applied to the English.

The argument that mass immigration is necessary for addressing the problems of a declining and ageing native population, is fatuously presented by those who expect us not to notice (for example) the techniques also being used to considerably lower the birthrate of that same, native people.

The procedures being implemented (to stop English people from having children) includes a variety of extreme social engineering practices, including: discouragement of traditional family life; cultural propaganda promoting childless marriages and divorce; the promotion of sexual depravity (enforced by the arrest and punishment of those who dare to express disgust, dissent or opposition); the inculcation of degenerate behaviour in young children and infants (from extreme anti-social, to suicide cultism); and the political support of the abortion industry as a provider of a vital ‘social need’.

This, therefore, leads to a consideration of the highly lucrative, so called, family planning industry.

The ‘progressive’ pro-abortion stance is essentially a re-branding of the eugenics movement of the 1930s and 1940s. 14 Since 1968 the lives of 4.9 million unborn babies, of English parentage, have been abruptly ended. 15

The justification for this – which is aggressively flaunted – is essentially political, with such abortions being disingenuously presented as “reproductive justice” and feminist “empowerment”. 16 17 It is a political ideology, presented as an issue of the freedom of fundamental ‘rights’ for woman – in which the unborn child, with no voice to be heard, has no ‘rights’ whatsoever.

The argument that the Abortion Act 1967 was introduced (in part) as a response to the huge numbers of illegal (so called ‘back street’) abortions is a myth propagated by the pro-abortion industry. In 1965, out of a total of 1,013,575 pregnancies in the UK, there were 16,300 miscarriages or stillbirths, 19,500 legal abortions, and just 173 illegal abortions (albeit 173 too many). 18
The ‘progressives’ have vigorously promoted the abortion industry in the certain knowledge the greatest impact will be upon the English, given that the native population is already in sharp decline (with an overall birth rate significantly below replacement level, as noted previously). 19 20

The fact that this disposal of unborn English children is driven by political extremism is made all-too-obvious by the manner in which the ‘pro-life’ movement has been subject to hate-fomenting lies and calculated disinformation – by both the political State and the corporate media industry (and by the lying BBC, in particular). The intention has always been to make issues concerning abortion (in addition to mass immigration) taboo areas for any serious investigation or debate.

In the 1997 Parliamentary Elections candidates stood on a single-issue ‘pro-life’ platform, in an attempt to present their concerns directly to the UK public. The response of the ‘progressives’ was to use the mainstream media to stir-up unjustifiable fears and extreme hatred against pro-life campaigners.

Over the following three years numerous newspaper articles appeared alleging widespread infiltration of the pro-life movement by “secret Nazis” – whose existence and activities appear to have been known only to main-stream newspaper journalists. 21 22 23 24 An extreme hate narrative was being vigorously promulgated against the UK pro-life movement, by the UK corporate (business) media.

Subsequently the BBC transmitted a number of ‘real life’ TV dramas that sought to portray pro-life campaigners as terrorists, and (most perversely) as psychopathic child murderers. Notably all of the perpetrators were shown as ‘white’ Christian people (and predominantly women) – indicating a clear racist position of the BBC. 25 26

The BBC chose to adopt such a stance (on abortion), despite the fact that the genuine, UK-based, pro-life movement never used nor supported violence to further its cause – and campaigned on behalf of all sections of UK society (including the non-English immigrant community).

The BBC was using its considerable hate-fomenting skills to exploit public sensitivities on a very important issue - and to destroy any possible opposition to the ‘progressive’ agenda. It is therefore difficult not to conclude that the BBC was deliberately stirring up extreme hate against those who did not hold it’s own ‘progressive’ views (on abortion, for political ends).

Increasingly ‘progressive’ activists are insisting that those critical of the abortion industry – including “human beings who do not have uteruses” – should not be allowed to express their opinions. 27

Such agitprop political tactics are part of a more general effort to separate sexuality from the act of procreation – and instead to make sexuality an issue of “contested identities”, social conflict, shallow self-gratification, and political control.

Obviously the effect of such extreme propaganda will have been anticipated. It will have made many members of the public extremely wary of joining pro-life groups – or even fearful of expressing support. It will have done much to help stop the emergence within England of any popular, and effective, pro-life movement. And quite clearly this was the intention.
It is also of no surprise that the demand for ‘progressive’ abortions is to be found across the whole of Europe. A researcher, investigating into the activities of organizations such as The Open Society (George Soros), has observed: “... accordingly his [Soros] Public Health Program has focused on the introduction of easily available abortion all over the region, and the introduction of manual vacuum aspiration (MVA) abortion in Macedonia, Moldova, and Russia. Why is Soros so keen to promote more abortions? Overpopulation cannot be the reason: the region is experiencing a huge demographic collapse and has some of the lowest fertility rates in the world. Unavailability of abortions cannot be the answer either: only five European countries had more abortions than live births in 2000: the Russian Federation, Bulgaria, Belarus, Romania and Ukraine.” 28

This provides compelling evidence of a racist, genocidal agenda (anti-white, anti-European) behind the ‘progressive’ politics of pro-abortion – with the principal agents of that agenda being immensely powerful organizations such as the OSF and the BBC.

**UK State Culpability**

A genocidal elimination of the English people is made seemingly acceptable through the academic discipline of Critical Whiteness Studies (CWS) – a racist hate ideology that attempts to conceal extreme anti-white malevolence beneath a cloak of supposedly intellectual respectability.

The fundamental political purpose of CWS “academic activism” is to make those who are designated “people of colour” despise those who are designated “people of whiteness”. In addition, an important part of this process is to persuade “people of whiteness” to accept the yoke of collective guilt and self-loathing – on the basis of a politically contrived (and highly selective, neo-Marxist) historical narrative.

Complimentary research has shown the direct links between those who teach CWS within our colleges and universities, and the ‘no borders, no nations’ anarchist movement – and (for example) those have wished to see a genocidal onslaught against “the white race”. 29

It is links between such extremist ideologies, and agencies of the State, that are of special interest.

One of the most powerful of those agencies is the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS). It is the State prosecution authority for both England and Wales, and operates an integral part of the UK Criminal Justice System (CJS). Extensive research has shown that the CPS has repeatedly deceived the general public in regard to the true nature of violent racist crime (including murder) within the UK. 30 In particular the CPS has promulgated the lie that it is native English people who commit all racial and religious ‘hate crime’.

There is an aggressive political agenda for use by agencies and staff of the CJS as State-enforcers of ‘progressivism’. Therefore CJS officials (including judges, prosecutors, court ancillary staff, prison staff, and the police) have been required to undergo various forms of political indoctrination, including “diversity and race training”. 31 The purpose is to assist agencies within the CJS (such as the CPS) enforce extreme, and un-consented, social change. Notably the concern is only for “the safety and well being of ethnic minority communities” – clearly implying that the perceived threat comes only from the majority, native population. The “safety and well being” of the English is of little concern to a racist, anti-nativist CJS. 32
Local investigations have revealed links between various State agencies (such as The Criminal Justice Board, Police Constabularies, and the Crown Prosecution Service) and extremist political groups. The political agenda for such organizations includes: (1) support for a ‘no borders, no nations’ anarchism throughout Europe; (2) support for unlimited/uncontrolled immigration; (2) opposition to any efforts towards assimilation or integration of immigrant communities into host nations, and the promotion of ghetto-ism; and (3) the political radicalization of members and descendants of immigrant communities (using real and manufactured grievances) into supporting extreme social change – including the destruction of sovereign nations, and the elimination of an identifiable native population (in effect, of ethnic genocide).

International Law

The indigenous rights of a native population (that by definition must include the native populations of the British Isles) are recognized and stipulated by the member states of the United Nations. On the 13th September 2007 the Declaration On The Rights Of Indigenous Peoples was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly. Of particular interest are the following solemn proclamations, that:

Article 8(1): “Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right not to be subject to forced assimilation or destruction of their culture.”;

Article 9: “Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right to belong to an indigenous community or nation, in accordance with the traditions and customs of the community or nation concerned … no discrimination of any kind may arise from the exercise of such a right”;

Article 26(1): “Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.”

Therefore the indigenous people of the British Isles (including, of course, the native English) are entitled to demand support from the United Nations in defending their rights against enforced multiculturalism and the catastrophically adverse effects of mass immigrant/settler colonization.

It is notable that the UK representative stressed the UK Government’s recognition of the rights of ‘a people’ in occupation of their land (the example she gave was the Falkland Islanders). She went on to state the UK Government’s recognition of a collective right to self-determination in international law, and also that the UK Government recognized that the particular declaration to be a statement of the rights of indigenous individuals to have their human rights (specifically their indigenous rights) to be recognized on an equal basis to the rights of all other individuals. In other words, their (indigenous) rights could not be subordinate to the rights of any other (non-indigenous) individual or group.

These are the rights of indigenous people, as recognised by agreement of the member states of the United Nations. An indigenous (native) person is defined as follows: “A person of aboriginal descent, albeit possibly mixed descent, is someone who identifies themselves a aboriginal as such and who is recognised by the aboriginal community as an aborigine.” The indigenous English are the aboriginal (native) people of that part of the British Isles customarily called England.
The English cannot be lawfully excluded from the international recognition of native entitlement.

According to the United Nations Convention on Genocide [1] genocide is a crime under international law, where the prescribed punishment is not subject to the limitations of time and place. The UN Convention defines genocide as:

"Any of a number of acts committed with the intent to: destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial or religious group; deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group, and forcibly transferring children of the group to another group." 41

Awareness of the historical context is vital.

In April 1945, Dr. Raphael Lemkin (the originator of the word ‘genocide’, and a former adviser on international law to the League of Nations) described genocide in the following way: "More often it refers to a coordinated plan aimed at destruction of the essential foundations of the life of national groups so that these groups wither and die like plants that have suffered a blight. The end may be accomplished by the forced disintegration of political and social institutions, of the culture of the people, of their language, their national feelings and their religion. It may be accomplished by wiping out all basis of personal security, liberty, health and dignity." 42

Dr. Lemkin’s report also provided an important review of the primary techniques of genocide as: the partitioning of previously unified countries into administrative regions to destroy political cohesion; attacking the existing cultural structure so as weaken national resolve and obliterate former cultural patterns; the use of schools for the political indoctrination of children and infants; the undermining of the spiritual power of the established Church; the promotion of pornography, alcohol and gambling so as to create moral debasement within the national group; the destruction of the industrial infrastructure and economic independence of the country; and the use of various means to reduce the birthrate of the targeted people. 43

Most importantly, there are seen to be extraordinarily close similarities between those techniques formally recognized by the late 1940s, and the contemporary policies of ‘progressivism’ directed against the native English people.

This ‘progressive’, genocidal agenda will be vigorously pursued regardless of which political party is able (or is permitted) to take power within Westminster.

The Powers Behind The Process

An understanding of the political and economic forces behind the recent emergence of ‘progressive’ mass migration is therefore of crucial importance. It is an integral part of globalization, planned and executed behind the closed doors of organizations such as the IMF, WTO and the EU – at the behest (and for the benefit) of the global debt industry and major trans-national corporations (for example through secret ‘Mode 4’ trade deals to exploit the movement of cheap, migrant labour). 44
A key part of that process is to encourage the transfer of many millions of immigrant settlers into Europe (from Africa, in particular) by means of secret deals between African states and agencies of the EU (such as the European Commission). 45 46 47 48

The ideology of ‘progressivism’ is used to give globalization the appearance of a noble endeavour, committed to the creation of a utopian new world order. In reality it is an exercise in re-engineering the global population that includes (in effect) genocide against particular, targeted native populations.

The origins for this authoritarian ‘progressivism’ can be traced to early last century, with a change from a tradition of the people changing their governments – to that of governments changing the people. And broadly speaking, the agencies engaged in implementing this agenda can be divided into the local (UK), and global power groups.

In regard to the local (UK) groups, these include: the Parliamentary cabal at Westminster (of all major political parties); the Home Office; the Foreign and Commonwealth Office; the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC); the numerous political ‘charities’; the major business associations (i.e. the CBI); and various affiliates to the Trades Union Congress (TUC).

International groups include: the European Commission; the European Council on Foreign Relations (ECFR); the Open Society Foundations (OSF); the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE); NATO; and the UN-supported Global Forum on Migration and Development (GFMD).

The local (UK) groups and the global groups are also intimately interconnected. It is through such complex, incestuous arrangements that the ‘progressives’ are able to impose their will on all (supposedly sovereign) countries. For example, in June 2012 the head of the GFMD, Peter Denis William Sutherland KCMG, declared that the EU should be doing its best to encourage mass migration “to undermine the national homogeneity of European countries.” 49 However, his assertion that “an ageing or declining native population ... was the key argument” is totally disingenuous given that the rapid decline of native European populations has been deliberately encouraged and assisted by ‘progressive’ political means. 50

Peter Sutherland is the UN Special Representative for Migration. He is also: Chairman of Goldman Sachs International; Vice-Chairman of The European Round Table of Industrialists; Steering Committee Member of The Bilderberg Group; Chairman of the LSE; International Board Member of US/Middle East Project Inc. (Council on Foreign Relations); and Chairman of the Trilateral Commission (Europe). 51 52

One of the most powerful organizations behind population replacement in Europe (genocide) is the Council of Europe and its subsidiary, the European Commission on Racism and Intolerance (ECRI). Examination of ECRI reports show considerable efforts to demonize the indigenous people of Europe through biased reporting, plus attempts to incite conflict and division within sections of the European population. The ESCRI contempt for any notion of a right of self-determination for the indigenous Europeans is illustrated by the comment: “European countries need to come to terms with their multicultural identity and acknowledge the important role that immigration plays in the economy.” 53 However the true beneficiaries are to be the all-powerful, global business conglomerates.
Of the international groups, it is the activities of the OSCE and GFMD (and their ancillary sub-groups) that are of particular significance. Most notably, there are organizations such as the military-orientated Centre for Foreign Policy Analysis (CFPA – UK-based, but also linked to the OSCE) that are seen to be engaged in giving support to such activities as: efforts by the State in “propaganda, power and persuasion”; to the work of propaganda organizations such as the BBC; and to providing for further expansion and empowerment of the global armaments industries. 54 55

A major part of this process (of ethnocide) is that of a powerful, global elite fomenting regional conflicts - through the instigating of violent insurrections, and of wars against (and between) sovereign nations. Apart from the material and pecuniary benefits this gives to the criminal instigators; this warmongering helps to create massive numbers of refugees (both civilians and combatants) – who are then encouraged to seek permanent refuge in Western Europe (in particular). Examples include: Serbia/Albania; Sri Lanka; Chechnya; Iraq; Georgia; Iraq; Afghanistan; Syria and Ukraine.

The Anti-White Politics of Deracination

A core part of ‘progressive’ political ideology is anti-white racism. It is a hatred of un-cowed native Europeans that provides the impetus behind such superficially innocuous State initiatives of multiculturalism and diversifism. The intention is to radically (and irreversibly) alter the physical demographics of the population.

Of particular relevance (to the European nations) are ideas strongly promoted in the mid 1920s by the philo-Semitic racist and racial supremacist, Count Nikolas Coudenhove-Kalergi – a ‘well-connected’ aristocrat, widely recognized as the founding father of the European Union (EU).

Count Coudenhove-Kalergi’s views were, in principle, very similar to those of the Nazism/Hitlerism of the 1930s and 1940s – albeit with a very different notion as to who should constitute the ‘master race’ (the “Führerrasse”, an aristocratic elite based upon the supposed inevitable emergence of a ‘superior bloodline’). His views included a desire to see the eradication (genocide) of all native European people. 56 Coudenhove-Kalergi therefore hoped (and expected) that the native European people would in due course be replaced by a “Eurasian-Negroid” race, under the direction and absolute control of an all-powerful “Herrenmenschen”. 57

His views on capitalism and Bolshevism are particularly illuminating. “The struggle between capitalism and communism for the legacy of the defeated aristocracy is bloody fratricidal wars of the victorious intellectual aristocracy, a fight between individualistic and socialist, selfish and altruistic, pagan and Christian spirit. The general staff of both parties is recruited from the spiritual leader-race [Führerrasse] in Europe: the Jews. … Strength of character combined with mental acuity predestined the Jews in his finest specimens to be the leader of urban humanity, at the wrong as to the genuine spirit aristocrats, the protagonist of capitalism as the revolution.”

Clearly Count Coudenhove-Kalergi shared similar beliefs as that of his eminent contemporary, the political philosopher Leo Strauss – that the “vulgar many” were destined to be ruled by an aristocracy of ruthless “philosophers”, and controlled through the manipulation of ideological conflict, religion, and perpetual war.
Those supporting Count Coudenhove-Kalergi’s early work included powerful US bankers such as Max Warburg (with direct financial assistance), Baron Louis de Rothschild, and Bernard Baruch.

Importantly, references to Coudenhove-Kalergi’s extraordinarily powerful influence (within early 20th Century European politics) can be found within mainstream research groups. For example there are these observations from a researcher within the NATO and OSCE organizations: “His social prominence naturally smoothed the way for personal contacts with conservative figures, but he was also active in seeking out individuals from other social circles. He cultivated, in particular, two French socialists, Albert Thomas, President of the International Labor Office, and Aristide Briand, a prominent Socialist politician who served his country as both Premier and Foreign Minister. In England, the Count worked closely with Winston Churchill and other conservatives but cultivated political contacts among Liberals and Labourites also.” The researcher subsequently adds this especially significant comment: “Adolph Hitler's New Order, although derived from principles totally antagonistic to Kalergi, shared some of the same conceptions.”

However Coudenhove-Kalergi’s predilection for anti-white genocide, throughout Europe, is omitted from this NATO/OSCE report.

In 1950 Count Coudenhove-Kalergi was awarded the highly prestigious Charlemagne Prize. Notably, more recent recipients have included the Chancellor of The Federal Republic of Germany, Angela Merkel (in 2010), and the President of The European Council, Herman Van Rompuy (in 2012). It is also very apparent the political aristocracy wishes to avoid detailed scrutiny of the Count’s views on population replacement in European (i.e. anti-white/anti-nativist genocide).

Increasingly we therefore see miscegenation being promoted through State propaganda as a preferred ‘improvement’ to society – as one of the ways in which a native, mainly homogenous, mono-cultural population can be replaced by a population more obedient to the State. It is an ideology vigorously supported by big business (by, in particular, the promotion of mass-consumption ‘popular culture’).

This is from the prominent BBC journalist Andrew Marr: “Their [white, working class] self-pity may be smaller in scale than the grievance of black people, but it is, as it were, similarly shaped. What then can be done? (Apart, of course, from widespread and vigorous miscegenation, which is the best answer, but perhaps tricky to arrange as public policy.) … And the final answer, frankly, is the vigorous use of state power to coerce and repress. It may be my Presbyterian background, but I firmly believe that repression can be a great, civilizing instrument for good. Stamp hard on certain ‘natural’ beliefs for long enough and you can almost kill them off. The police are first in line to be burdened further, but a new Race Relations Act will impose the will of the state on millions of other lives too.”

An ideological basis for such views (on a ‘new Europe’) can be found in the emergence of a genocidal common purpose between seemingly disparate individuals and groups, and conflating the ideas of such ‘luminaries’ as: György Lukács (1885 to 1971 – cultural-Marxism); Count Coudenhove-Kalergi (1894 to 1972 – anti-white racism); Leo Strauss (1899 to 1973 – state authoritarianism); and Ayman al-Zawahiri (1951 to the present – global Islamic jihad, Islamic neo-colonialism).

The ultimate ambition of the ‘progressive’ elite is to have total dominion over a population both docile and obedient – and made so (in part) by the effective elimination of non-compliant native communities.
‘Progressive’ Genocide – State Enforcement

The response of the State to any signs of a growing public awareness, or resistance to, anti-English (anti-white) genocide will entail a ruthless application of various stratagems. Some of these are described below. Many of these stratagems are already in place, and are being rigorously applied.

The possible emergence of a broad-based alliance between the European indigenous population (including Russia) and the many and various ethnic/native groups in other parts of the World is seen as a particular threat. The State response is to emphasize and distort (in a negative, racist fashion) European colonial history as that of “white supremacists” against “people of colour” – and to highlight supposed “white privilege” and inequities of wealth (whilst studiously ignoring the plight of the very many impoverished white people). It is the very, very old stratagem of ‘divide and rule’.

The State has special concerns regarding possible emergence of organized resistance to State sponsored genocide. Counter-measures taken by the State will increasingly include the creation of bogus groups, and the infiltration of existing groups, to demonize such developments.

The State will also continue to use legislation to criminalize supposed acts of ‘terrorism’, including the following: a lawful right to bear arms; a lawful right to protest; any preparations by native English people to prepare for civil conflict; and any preparations by native English people to defend themselves against State tyranny and High Treason, or defend themselves against activities by State proxies (including hostile foreign groups).

It will be seen that the anti-English genocide project will be relentlessly pursued by the State, to ensure that no defence against that process can ever arise. To prevent such developments, the State will promote a climate of resignation and defeatism – a general belief that such changes are inevitable and irreversible, and that it is too late to stop the final objective (the effective elimination of the English, and the destruction of England) from being achieved.

Those driven to take action, through anger at the destruction of England, will be (and are being) ruthlessly dealt with by the State. Tactics now regularly used by the State include efforts by the CJS to force confessions of ‘guilt’ (such as by gratuitously extending court procedures, or by threats to seize a defendant’s children, or by actions to destroy a defendant’s means of livelihood) – or by using provisions contained within the Mental Health Act, to section such people as being ‘mentally ill’.

Summary and Conclusions

The elimination of the English is an important part of the global, ‘progressive’ agenda. It is recognized that unless the native inhabitants can be totally subdued (and preferably eliminated as a distinct, and assertive, native group) then the ‘progressive’ project will itself be under severe threat.

Given the historical rejection by the English of tyrannical forms of control, the ‘progressives’ will see the innate conservatism of a native population as a serious challenge to their globalist ambitions - and hence the need for a covert programme of genocide against the English.
The challenge facing the English people is ultimately the prospect of their own demise as a 'people'. Any effective form of resistance would need to go beyond simple anger, dissent and protest, and would have to include all actions (both allowed, and required by, Law) necessary to halt such diabolical behaviour.

END
Figure 1 – Major Organizations Behind Population Replacement In England and Europe (Genocide)

The GFMD (top); the European Commission (middle); and the OSCE (bottom).
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